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Abstract 
We integrate the formal language LOTOS into a design framework for TINA-based 
applications. The behaviour model of TINA service components in the ODP 
computational viewpoint can be formally specified and verified. Compliance checks with 
the enterprise model can then be carried out by comparing requirements against the 
computational specification. Aspects of specifying computational objects with multiple 
interfaces are also pointed out. All discussions are based on a case study of a floor control 
component designed for a TINA multimedia collaboration service. 
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1 Introduction 

The TINA architecture promises the fast and cost effective introduction of a wide range 
of telecommunications applications with advanced multimedia, multi-party and mobility 
features [TN-ARC]. The basic structure of TINA systems consists of an application layer 
providing telecommunications services, that run on top of a distributed processing 
environment (DPE) hiding the underlying heterogeneous communications and computing 
environment. 

The project TAN GRAM [DEE+96] at GMD Fokus in Berlin studies the applicability 
of the TINA concepts. One of its main objectives is to provide support for the 
development of distributed telecommunications applications. TINA proposes design 
guidelines [TN-SDG] that use the RM-ODP viewpoints [ITU-X901] as a main thrust to 
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outline a development process. However, the TINA-C work on design guidelines has 
been discontinued. In the TANGRAM project the TINA design process has been 
enhanced with methods that have originally been used for the design of management 
services [BK-DEI]. Further, it has been possible to reuse the corresponding CASE-tool 
called COMPASS (.Composition Q.f Management Awlications !!nd .S.ervicel.) as an 
efficient support of the development process. Currently, formal description techniques 
are not integrated into this process. In this paper, we show how LOTOS [BoB87] 
[IS08807] can fill this gap. 

In section 2, an overview of the notations being used in the ODP viewpoints is given. 
The possible use of LOTOS is described in section 3. Then we present the design of a 
component for floor control in CSCW applications. The formal specification of this 
component in a TINA environment is presented in section 5. The sixth section deals with 
the verification activities that can be undertaken with such a formal specification. Section 
7 concludes this article. 

2 Design Framework 

To guide the design of TINA services a corresponding framework has to be defined. It 
provides graphical and syntactical notations that appropriately concretise the abstract 
language constructs for the RM-ODP viewpoints. 

The enterprise specification is broken up into two parts. The Business Model captures 
the business context of a TINA system in terms of stakeholders, business roles, 
administrative domains and reference points [TN-REF]. It provides structure for the 
TINA system and drives the modification of specifications as a result of business 
evolution. The means to describe the Business Model are a (non-standard) graphical 
representation and natural language. The Service Model is the complete description of 
the actual service and whatever requirements are related to the service from the 
stakeholders' point of view. The concept of Use Cases [Jac92] is used as the support for 
the Service Model. It supports the specification of interactions between roles, played by 
stakeholders and subsystems, and a system in terms of activities. Use Cases help to break 
down the complexity of a whole TINA service into treatable scenarios. The specification 
of Use Cases consists of graphical schemata together with a natural language description 
of activities. 

Use Cases are functional in nature. The object orientation is introduced in the 
information specification. The Static Object Model defines the static (invariant) 
information structure in terms of information object types with their attributes and the 
relationships among them. A Dynamic Object Model is used to specify how information 
objects change over time. It captures dynamic behaviour and dynamic constraints of the 
information objects. OMT's graphical notations for object and dynamic modelling are 
used [Rum91]. The semi-formal syntax qGDMO/qGRM [TN-IMC] is proposed by 
TINA-C and allows to do in-depth information modelling. 

For the computational specification an object model is used to describe the object 
classes from which the necessary object instances can be created at runtime. It includes 
the relations at the conceptual level, such as object type, interface type and inheritance. 
For the graphical specification of computational object classes a non-standard extension 
of OMT is used that specifically supports the TINA computational modelling concepts 
[TN-CMC]. As such, it can be related to TINA's semi-formal Object Definition Language 
(ODL) [TN-ODL]. The activity model concentrates on the modelling of typical 
behaviour patterns performed by a set of interworking computational object instances 
(COs). The main purpose of the interaction model is to derive behaviour requirements for 
a single CO from the global system behaviour. An interaction diagram grammar is used 
to model the interworking of object instances. 

In the engineering viewpoint notations are defined for an object model, interaction 
model and a configuration model. They are not further described in this paper. 

The ODP viewpoint specifications of a telecommunications service can be related to 
the construction stage of the TINA service lifecycle model [TN-SA]. This service 
lifecycle model identifies the set of processes that are required to support the 
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development and operation of a service. The order in which the activities take place is not 
described in TINA. A suitable development process has, for instance, been described in 
[SRP96]. 

3 Usage of LOTOS in the Design Framework 

There are several reasons to include a formal description technique into the design 
framework: 

In the computational viewpoint TINA-ODL only allows to describe object behaviour 
through natural language strings. A behaviour description using an appropriate formal 
language is thus useful. It could be attached to each computational object class. This 
corresponds to adding a behaviour model as a third submodel to the computational 
viewpoint. 

TINA promotes a component approach to service construction. Specifications of 
reusable service components should be verified before they are released. 

The object model of TINA allows objects with multiple interfaces. It should be noted 
that in this model interfaces do not have independent state and behaviour. The state and 
behaviour are actually in the object that the interface belongs to. Consequently, 
interactions with an object via one interface may influence interactions via other 
interfaces of the object. Further, invocations at a server interface of an object may result 
in that object invoking an operation through a client interface associated to that object. 
When a computational object is constructed with multiple interfaces it has to be assured 
that the resulting behaviour is the desired one. A formal specification can help to identify 
additional behaviour required when interface specifications are reused in an object 
definition. Further, conflicts among operations at different interfaces of the same object 
may be isolated. 

Role 1 

*~I.____._.. 

~ 
1----

Role 2 

Figure 1 Relation between enterprise and computational model 

The use of a formal language may also allow one to rigidly check for relations between 
viewpoint specifications. For instance, requirements tracing demands for the compliance• 
of the computational specification with the enterprise specification. Once a computational 
specification exists, one must be able to define a computational configuration that 
provides a solution to the requirements identified in the enterprise viewpoint. The 
compliance can be checked by extracting and formalising properties in the enterprise 
viewpoint, projecting them into the computational viewpoint and then performing 
appropriate model checking of the computational configuration. 

• When considering correspondences between viewpoint specifications several terms come into play like 
consistency, conformance or compliance. Here the following definition of compliance is assumed: 
"Compliance is a relation between two specifications, A and B, that holds when specification A makes 
requirements which are fulfilled by specification B (when B complies with A)" [ITU-X9011. 
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In the concrete case of the design architecture a requirement stated in a Use Case has 
to be satisfied by a configuration of ODL-defined object instances. More precisely, roles 
defined in the use cases have an interface to the system. These interfaces are mapped to 
computational interfaces at objects representing the role (for example, user agents or 
session managers). The compliance check is carried out with respect to these interfaces 
(see figure 1). 

LOTOS has been intensively studied and applied in the ODP community. It is used to 
give formal semantics to the ODP viewpoint languages as part of the RM-ODP [ITU
X904]. The application of LOTOS for ODP viewpoint specifications has been further 
concretised by the idea of LOTOS sub-languages for the information, computational and 
engineering viewpoint [Vog95]. In this approach the syntax of LOTOS is restricted, in 
order to enforce an object-based specification style respecting the concepts, rules and 
structures for each viewpoint. 

The sublanguage LOTOScomp for the computational viewpoint is thus readily 
applicable for our purposes. Its grammar is given in extended Backus-Naur-Form. Its 
main constituents are process templates for computational objects, interfaces and 
operations. Operational and stream interfaces are distinguished. Within the former an 
operation process template is defined, within the latter a flow process template is used. 

In the remainder of this paper a case study of a floor control component is discussed in 
order to investigate the different aspects of integration of LOTOS into the design 
architecture. 

4 The Floor Control Component 

Floor control is a component for CSCW applications like multimedia collaboration 
[Koe96]. It is used to attribute the right to perform a particular activity in a multimedia 
collaboration session. For instance, in an audio-visual conference a token owner is 
attributed the right to provide audio-visual input. 

In figure 2 the decomposition of floor control into use cases is shown. Floor control 
involves requesting a token, assigning it, and at a later point releasing it again. 
Assignment and release are part of the Token Passing activity. Requesting a token is 
described in the Request Token use case. The requirement to have the possibility to 
withdraw a token request is captured in the Revoke Token activity. The extends
associations have been introduced here to indicate that the order in which the extending 
use cases are executed is determined by the external stimuli given to the extended use 
case by the different roles interacting with it. 

Figure 2 Enterprise service model for floor control 

The floor control component should be highly configurable. The use case Floor Control 
Policy describes the corresponding configuration management activity. Three basic floor 
control policies are defined: 
• In the Automatic mode the floor is passed automatically among parties according to 

one of several possible automatic assignment policies. 
• In the Master mode the decision about the next token owner is taken by a master. If 

the master releases the token, automatic assignment is enabled until the next token 
assignment. 
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• In the Tokenholder mode the current token owner designates the next token owner. If 
the tokenholder releases the token, automatic assignment is enabled until the next 
token assignment. 

Further, different rules may be set for token release: 
• Explicit: An explicit token release requires the token owner to free the token himself. 
• Autopreemptive: An automatic preemption takes the token away from the token owner 

after a specified time. Explicit release is still possible. 
• Masterpreemptive: A preemption takes the token away from the owner upon request 

by the master. Explicit release is still possible. 

The use case Policy Management is defined as an abstract use case (uses-association) and 
serves as a container for configuration management activities. Such an abstraction may 
lead to the identification of a policy management function as an engineering support. 

Telelecturing is a typical service that may include floor control as a feature. For that 
application, the master mode with masterpreemptive token release would be a typical 
floor control policy. The lecturer would take on the master role and own the token as 
long as he is addressing the audience. The students may have the opportunity to intervene 
in the lecture by requesting the floor. The lecturer may then decide to assign the token to 
one of his students. As long as the student owns the token, his associated audio output 
stream is distributed to the audience. If the teacher requests the token it is immediately 
assigned back to him. Otherwise, the student may finish his intervention and 
subsequently release the token which will then be passed back to the teacher. 

Token 
current_owner 

token_request_queue 
token_access_history 

Service Element 
{abstract} 

Figure 3 Static information model for floor control 

A possible information model for floor control is shown in figure 3. A Token is modelled 
as a relationship that controls the association between a Token Passing Group and a 
Service Element such as a videoconference or a shared application. A Token is 
characterised by the current owner, the request queue and an access history holding the 
list of recent token owners. Three roles are distinguished for the token passing 
interaction. The master role is optional as it may be unassigned in the automatic and 
tokenholder mode. A tokenholder is entitled to become owner of the token. Observers are 
merely monitoring the token passing. The interaction between the Token Passing Group 
and a Token object is governed by the Token Control Policy. The attribute 
token_assignment determines the basic floor control policy while token_release 
determines the policy rules for token release. 

In the computational viewpoint four interfaces are defined for floor control. A token 
passing interface provides operations for assigning, releasing and requesting the token, as 
well as for cancelling pending token requests. A policy management interface provides 
an operation for the modification of floor control policy. Both interfaces have a 
corresponding notification interface that defines announcements to be sent out to the 
parties. Thus, an announcement can be sent when a token has been passed, requested, a 
token request has been revoked or the floor control policy has been modified. 
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In a TINA application design these interfaces will be attached to objects. Figure 4 
shows a typical object configuration of service session related objects [TN-SA]. A party 
has an associated user application (UAP) as a session endpoint in the user domain and a 
user service session manager (USM) in the provider domain that manages the service 
aspects particular to that party. The service session manager (SSM) coordinates all 
service capabilities that are shared among the users in the service session. The floor 
control interfaces may consequently be instantiated as UAP and SSM interfaces. A UAP 
will be a client for token passing and token policy management and a server for the 
corresponding notification interfaces. The SSM has to instantiate these interfaces with 
opposite causality. 

I_ TokenPasslng r-
~ 

I TokenPollcy .r-
'""'" h I_ TokenPasslngNotlflclltlon 

UAP h I TokenPollcyNotlflcatlon SSM 
f-' r----USM -- -... ... 
~ ~ 

'-----

Legend: UAP: User AppUcation, USM: User Service Session Manager, SSM: Service Session Manager 

Figure 4 Computational object configuration 

Of course, other configurations are possible. For instance, a concurrency access control 
server in the provider domain may coordinate token passing. The floor control operations 
may also need to be passed through the USM. Moreover, the token passing interfaces 
may be included in a base interface type by interface inheritance. 

S Formal Computational Specification 

Applying LOTOScomp the computational object configuration in figure 4 yields the 
global process structure shown in figure 5. This structure is quite general for TINA 
service sessions and can be reused as a skeleton to plug in different behaviours. There is 
thus one process definition per computational object (CO) type. These types are 
instantiated in an object space process. The process DPE supports the modelling of the 
remote method invocation paradigm in LOTOS. The COs communicate through their 
interfaces via three gates available at the DPE: 
• announcement carries announcement type operational interactions, 
• invocation and termination allow for interrogation type operational interaction. 

Interrogations terminating with a failure are signalled at the UAP gate exception. 

I ObJeds.- I 
OK' UAP I I USM I I SSM I 
· t t t + T T T T T 

lnY tenn ann inY lenn ann lnY term ann • • • • • • • • • 
Legend: lnv: Invocation, term: termination, ann: announcement, mu:: cxHPifon 

Figure 5 Process structure for TINA service session 
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The internal structure of a CO process definition is exemplified in figure 6. It is 
composed of several client interfaces, several server interfaces and a core process 
definition. Each interface process may inherit multiply. In the floor control case study a 
SSM server interface inherits from the token passing and floor control policy 
management interfaces, while the client interface inherits from the corresponding 
notification interfaces. The interface processes simply specify ordering constraints on 
invocation and termination signals. Besides, they maintain knowledge about their 
operational binding. In our case study three parties are foreseen and all interface bindings 
are assumed to be established. Referencing of interfaces is achieved through multiplexing 
at the DPE gates. In other scenarios, dynamic instantiation of objects and interfaces may 
be needed. This can be achieved through the object space process. 

The core capabilities are specified in the core component processes. We consider floor 
control as a single component. When a service is constructed out of several service 
components the core processes may need to synchronise on an internal gate. For the floor 
control component a typical case is the composition with an audio-visual conferencing or 
a role management component. 

---Leaend: CU_If: client Interface, Svr _If: server Interface, Core_ Comp: core COIIIJICIMIIl 

Figure 6 Process structure for a TINA computational object 

The data type part of the specification has been written using data type language 
extensions, as offered by the APERO tools [Pec96] included in the Eucalyptus toolbox 
[Gar96]. The original text has to be pre-processed by the APERO translator to get a valid 
LOTOS specification. This provides for a smaller and more readable specification and for 
some level of immunity w.r.t. underlying processing tools. In order to have a chance to 
generate a graph for the system, all the base data sets have been defined as small sets of 
constants. Further, queues have to be bounded to a minimal depth. For instance, it is 
sufficient to define the token request queue with a depth of one. 

The data type part of the specification is composed of: 
• base values: interface references, operation types, exception codes, defined as 

enumeration, 
• information object types and identifiers: token, token policy, party and party session 

group, service element, 
• operation parameter type: this type wraps a list of operation parameters into one 

parameter to be passed at a gate between a CO interface and the DPE. 

6 Verification of the Floor Control Component 

The CADP package [FGK+96] included in the Eucalyptus toolbox has been used to carry 
out the verification. The Ca:sar tool serves to generate a Labelled Transition System 
(LTS) from the LOTOS specification. The Aldebaran tool provides the facilities to 
minimise the resulting graph and to perform model-based verification. 
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6.1 Verification Examples 

The first verification activity concerns the SSM as the most critical element in our 
configuration. It exemplifies the verification of a service component. The UAP processes 
and the DPE then constitute the environment. Three UAP processes are instantiated 
running the master, tokenholder and observer role, respectively. The UAP processes keep 
track of the state of token passing by observing incoming notifications, i.e. incorrect 
behaviour has not been voluntarily introduced. All invocations of interrogations are 
blocking. Further, the DPE process can buffer two operation invocations such that race 
conditions can occur. For example, the master may invoke the assignment of the token to 
a tokenholder concurrently with this tokenholder cancelling his token request. If the 
revoke token operation is processed first by the SSM, then the assignment operation of 
the master has to terminate with an exception stating that the token has not been 
requested by that tokenholder. Announcements are sent from the SSM to the three UAPs 
via a multicast binding. Besides, the DPE is idealised in that it does not cause any losses, 
duplication or reordering of signals. USM processes do not participate in the token 
passing interaction. 

a.) Property PI b.) Property P2 

c.) Property P3 

Legend: • : Initial state, MS: master, TH: tokenholder,INV: Invocation, TERM: termination, SUCC: success, 
FAIL: faUure (exception), NOTIF: notification (announcement), ASS: assign token, REL: release token, 

REQ_TOKEN: request token, REV _TOKEN: revoke token request 

Figure 7 Behavioural properties at the SSM interfaces 

Interesting behavioural properties of that specification can be formulated as follows: 
• PI: The invocation of a token assignment operation will always terminate with either 

success or an exception. 
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• P2: Each announcement that a token has been passed to a tokenholder always 
engenders a successful termination of a token assignment or token release by the 
master. 

• P3: A successful token request by a tokenholder will always be followed by the 
successful cancellation of that request by the tokenholder or by the master, or be 
followed by the assignment of the token to that tokenholder. 

All properties are liveness properties. The L TSs in figure 7 have thus been obtained by 
reducing the original graph modulo the branching equivalence, renaming of the relevant 
actions and hiding of the irrelevant actions. The three properties are particular for the 
master mode. Other properties have to be formulated when the floor control policy is 
changed. Property Pl can be reformulated for all operations and assures that there exist 
no states where an operation invocation will always fail. Regarding property 3 one can 
note that a tokenholder may receive a token without a preceding request. This typically 
occurs when the master initiates the token release operation and the token request queue 
is empty. In that case the automatic mode becomes active and the next token owner is 
chosen randomly. 

A second aspect of verification is the validation of compliance with the use cases. The 
use cases have been defined from the end-user role point of view. That means that we 
have to include the UAP processes into the verification, as the end-users interact with the 
UAPs via a human computer interface. Further, the major source of inspiration to device 
the use cases has been the users' expectations of the system expressed in the 
requirements. Hence, it has to be considered that they usually do not capture error 
situations and their recovery. 

PAS;:?:S_ASSIGN_:~S_RELEASE_REQ 

~H_RELEASE._REQ 
MS_TOKEN_v ED_TO_TH 

Legend: SET_EXPL_REL: explicit token release, SET_AUTOPRE_REL: autopreemptlve token release, 
SET_MASTERPRE_REL: masterpr.mptlve token release 

Figure 8 L TS of the use case "token passing" 

A procedure can then be advised as follows: 
• formulate a LOTOS specification Puc of the use case. A LOTOS process for the 

master mode of the use case "token passing" (see figure 2) generates the LTS shown in 
figure 8, 

• project this specification into the computational viewpoint by associating the 
transactions in the use case to one or a sequence of signals at the UAP. For example, a 
transaction for token assignment can be associated with the invocation signal of the 
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assign token operation at the client UAP. As a result of this projection one obtains a 
specification P'uc. 

• relate the behaviour of P'uc and the computational behaviour Pcomp by the safety 
preorder (:S:5) [BFG+9l], i.e. P'uc:S:s Pco~ Informally, "P :S:5 Q" is a simulation relation 
meaning that the behaviour exhibited by P is possible in Q (i.e. Q can simulate P). 

This procedure has been readily applicable to our specification by using the model 
checking feature for the safety preorder in the Aldebaran tool. As a limitation of this 
procedure, one can note that most use cases have an implicit notion of liveness. In 
particular, one execution of a use case is eventually followed by another execution of that 
use case. If one insists to demonstrate this property, we currently do not see another 
recourse than formulating several liveness properties (like in figure 7) based on the 
knowledge of error handling introduced in the computational model. This approach is, 
however, much less appealing as it demands much more effort. 

A third aspect of verification of TINA components has been approached by adding the 
role attribution part of a role management component to our specification. Such a 
component has been specified independently of the floor control component. It supplies, 
among others, a role management interface with an operation to dynamically modify 
roles and an interface to notify parties of role changes. A second functionality of role 
management which is the association of access control policy to roles has not been 
considered in the specification. We have integrated this component into our 
computational objects as shown in figure 6. Putting the floor control and the role 
management core components together requires their synchronisation at an internal gate 
to keep the roles consistent. It is then important to verify that the SSM will keep the 
global state of token passing consistent. Race conditions may occur when operations are 
invoked at UAPs that have not yet received or processed notifications of role changes. 
Further, if the token passing component has not been prepared for dynamic role changes, 
modifications in its behaviour are needed. For instance, an entry in the token request 
queue has to be removed if the concerned party has newly been assigned the master role 
in token passing. 

6.2 Experiences with the Tools 

The complete specification including the role management part needs 1329 lines of 
extended LOTOS code, excluding comments and blank lines. After translation to 
standard LOTOS by APERO the specification is 1982 lines long. Seen that size, the 
major concern during the tool-based verification has been the state explosion problem. 

We have used a Sun Ultra-2 workstation running Solaris 2.5 with 128 Mbytes of RAM 
for the processing. It was not possible to generate a graph for the whole specification. 
Each time a particular aspect of verification is approached, one has to take decisions to 
simplify or remove parts of the specification that are estimated irrelevant to this aspect. If 
this is still not sufficient to achieve a graph, the specification has to be suitably 
decomposed and the verification has to be carried out on the different parts. 

A tool specific problem is that the specification style imposed by the LOTOScomp 
sublanguage obviously causes the Ca:sar tool to generate excessively huge graphs. The 
largest L TS has been generated for the case including the role management part and 
comprised 345601 states and 710840 transitions. After minimisation by the strong 
equivalence using Aldebaran this graph "implodes" to 1161 states and 2365 transitions. 
Formerly, we had made the similar experience with a specification of the ODP trader 
using LOTOScomp. As a counterexample, the verification activities of the Equicrypt 
protocol show that much different ratios are possible: a L TS of 786681 and 4161795 
transitions reduced to 69754 states and 520633 transitions after minimisation by strong 
equivalence [LBK+96]. The latter specification was not based on ODP architectural 
concepts. 

Nevertheless, through the verification activities shortcomings in the initial behaviour 
specification of the floor control component could be identified and eliminated. Race 
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conditions were detected that require handling and the definition of additional exception 
codes. 

Another problem for the tools is related to the large number of process definitions 
required to write a specification based on LOTOScomp. This does not only slow down 
the LTS generation, but also the simulator Xeludo [STS94]. To specify the case study 50 
process definitions were finally needed. The simulator could then no longer be used at a 
decent speed. 20 of these processes have been defined from LOTOScomp templates for 
computational operations. The problem can thus be alleviated by removing the restriction 
to use these templates and by writing the operations directly into the interface process 
definitions. 

7 Conclusion 

The integration of LOTOS into the design framework for TINA systems has been 
discussed in this article. LOTOScomp has allowed us to express the required 
computational viewpoint concepts. Formal specifications of TINA service components 
will surely be useful in the future, as the prescriptive part of the TINA service 
architecture with the associated definition of reference points is beginning to mature. 

LOTOS specifications could be attached to the behaviour clauses of TINA ODL 
specifications. A compiler from CORBA IDL or TINA ODL to LOTOScomp would be a 
useful support to speed up the process of formalisation. It can be estimated that more than 
one third of the case study could have been generated automatically by feeding TINA 
ODL into such a compiler. 

TINA applications exhibit an enormous complexity and the application of verification 
tools currently remains restricted to parts of a specification. We are nevertheless 
convinced that even a limited verification helps to detect specification flaws early. 
Improvements in the algorithms implanted in the tools can also be expected in the near 
future such that the verification activities could be pushed further. 

Through the use of LOTOS we can also relate the specifications of the enterprise and 
computational viewpoint in a uniform manner. As a further step, the sublanguage 
LOTOSeng could be used for the engineering viewpoint specification [Vog95]. The 
engineering viewpoint can be seen as a refinement of the computational viewpoint in 
which transparency support functions and deployment aspects become visible. Each 
computational object then corresponds to one (possibly replicated) basic engineering 
object (BEO). A LOTOScomp and a LOTOSeng specification should then be related by 
observation equivalence with respect to operation invocation at COs and BEOs. 
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